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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0633/2006 by Christiane Becker (German) on her demand for proper 
payment for equivalent work in Germany after obtaining the French 
teaching diploma CAPLP

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner has obtained the official teaching diploma CAPLP Lettres/Espagnol in France 
where she still has civil servant status but is on leave of absence on personal grounds. Since 
2004 she has been teaching French as a main subject at a secondary school in Germany. 
Despite being promised payment according to BAT II on the payscale for federal employees 
she has, however, for two years been paid only according to BAT IV which corresponds to 
the remuneration of an unqualified teacher. The recognition of her French diploma was 
rejected by the competent German bodies after almost one year’s administrative delay on the 
grounds that she had not obtained a university degree in French before passing the French 
selection procedure in Germany. She is therefore entitled to teach French in France as a 
mother-tongue but not to teach French in Germany as a foreign language. The petitioner asks 
for support in securing mobility within the EU.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 19 January 2007. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 19 October 2007.

The petitioner, a German national, obtained in France in 2002 the CAPLP (Certificat 
d'Aptitude au Professorat de Lycée Professionnel) in Lettres/Spanish and 
obtained the status of a civil servant. Since 2004, the petitioner teaches French in Germany in 
a Realschule. She is remunerated for her work on the basis of salary class BAT IVa for not 
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qualified teachers, while she argues that the appropriate salary class should be that of BAT 
IIa. The petitioner admits that she teaches in an education institution in Germany for which 
she had not obtained a professional qualification in France.

The petitioner applied for recognition of her French professional qualifications in Germany, 
but received a negative decision. According to the petitioner the German authorities based 
their arguments for refusal on the element that she had not obtained a degree from a higher 
education institution (Hochschulabschluss) in Germany in the French language before having 
taken the French competition and succeeding the CAPLP.

The petitioner asks the EP for assistance to obtain a more equal and just payment.

The access to the teacher profession is not harmonised at EU level and therefore the Member 
States are free to decide on how to structure the access to and the exercise of this profession 
within the limits of the Treaty. 

This profession is regulated in almost all EU Member States. The recognition of teacher 
qualification is carried out on the basis of the provisions of the so-called "general system" for 
the recognition of higher education diplomas awarded on completion of professional 
education and training of at least three years’ education (Directives 89/48/EEC) or for the 
recognition of post-secondary education of at least one year (92/51/EEC). Depending on the 
level of qualifications required in the host Member State, the one or the other directive 
applies. It is important to underline that these Directives do not set up a system of automatic 
equivalence between diplomas at European level. The basic principle of these Directives is 
that the host Member State must allow a Community national to exercise a profession in its 
territory even if he does not have the required national diploma, provided that he holds the 
diploma required in another Member State for the taking up or pursuit of the same profession. 
Only where there are substantial differences between the migrant's education and training (in 
duration or content) and the requirements in the host Member State, can the latter impose on 
the migrant a compensatory measure (an adaptation period or an aptitude test). It is up to the 
migrant to decide which type of compensatory measure he wants to undergo.

The profession of secondary school teacher is regulated in France and in Germany seemingly 
at the level of Directive 89/48/EEC. The petitioner obtained French qualifications for teaching 
at vocational secondary schools. The German authorities would therefore need to recognise 
her teaching qualifications definitely for teaching at vocational schools, but could impose 
compensatory measures.

From the factual elements provided in the petition it is not clear on which basis of education 
and training (which degree) the petitioner obtained access to the CAPLP competition. This 
issue needs to be clarified because it is the German reason for refusing the recognition of the 
petitioner's qualifications. The petitioner needs to provide information

a) if she obtained education and training in Germany and then passed the CAPLP in France or 
if she obtained education and training in France and then took the CAPLP;
b) at which type of institution she obtained her education and training (was it an establishment 
of higher education or an establishment of equivalent level or not);
c) if she obtained professional experience teaching at secondary vocational schools. 
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Even if after the investigation it would turn out that the petitioner only obtained education and 
training which equals to the level of a diploma as qualified in Directive 91/52/EEC, which is a 
level lower than a diploma qualified in Directive 89/48/EEC, the German authorities would 
need to take her qualifications into consideration (see Article 3 of Directive 92/51/EEC). The 
difference between the required and obtained qualification then can be "bridged" by means of 
compensatory measures.

In view of the lacking factual elements, the Commission will contact the petitioner to 
investigate on the basis of which qualifications she obtained her French CAPLP.

4. Commission reply, received on 20 March 2009.

Additional facts in relation to qualifications

The petitioner provided the Commission with the following detailed information on her 
qualifications: she obtained the teaching qualifications for Professional Lycées (CAPLP 
Lettres/Espagnol in 2003 and the titularisation) after having been lauréate of the competition 
and after having done a 1 year stage (2002/2003) at a French Lycée. From 2003-2004 she 
obtained a 1 year professional experience in Lettres/Espagnol at a French Lycée.

The petitioner informed the Commission also of the professional experience which she 
obtained in Germany before her French CAPLP. The Commission concluded that all this 
professional experience was obtained in exercising the qualifications of translator, and 
interpreter and not a teacher qualification.

Additional facts in relation to applications for recognition

The petitioner provided the decision of the Ministry for Education, Science and Culture of 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern of 23.8.2005 in which it expressed its opinion on the petitioner's 
request for recognition. The German authorities had granted recognition for teaching Spanish, 
but not for teaching French. The reason for the refusal of French was that the petitioner could 
not attest to having studied 3 years of French.

The petitioner also provided a letter from the school authorities in Osnabrück, Niedersachsen, 
of 6.10.2005, in response to her request to be ranked higher, from grade IVa to III. The 
authorities replied to the petitioner that a promotion into another grade can only take place 
after 6 years of probation (Bewährungszeit). The initial grading of the teachers is based on 
their education and training and the type of school at which they are teaching and not 
according to the function they hold at a specific school.

From the information available, it appears that the petitioner had not yet been working for 6 
years within the German administration.
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Application of Directive 2005/36/EC1 on the recognition of professional qualifications to the 
petitioner's case

In relation to the petitioner's request to obtain the recognition of her French "Lettres" 
qualification in Germany and the refusal of the authorities of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern to 
recognise this qualification because the petitioner had not studied 3 years of French, the 
Commission comes to the following conclusion:

Art. 13 (1) of Directive 2005/36/EC provides that if access to or pursuit of a regulated 
profession in a host Member State is contingent upon possession of specific professional 
qualifications, the competent authority of that Member State shall permit access to and 
pursuit of that profession, under the same conditions as apply to its nationals, to applicants 
possessing the attestation of competence or evidence of formal qualifications required by 
another Member State in order to gain access to and pursue that profession on its territory.

Therefore, as a first step, Germany has to take into consideration the petitioner's application 
for recognition of her French "Lettres" qualification and study the request.

Article 13 (2) of Directive 2005/36/EC however provides that attestations of competence and 
evidence of formal qualifications shall satisfy a certain number of conditions, among which is 
the following: they shall attest a level of professional qualification at least equivalent to the 
level immediately prior to that required in the host Member State.

The German authorities require a study of 3 years of French in the framework of teacher 
studies, which the petitioner had not completed. The petitioner did not have 3 years of 
University study in French language, but obtained a teaching qualification in "Lettres" in 
France after having successfully passed the competition and a 1 year stage in France which 
led to her getting established in 2003. The German authorities will need to determine if the 
duration of the education and training the petitioner followed to obtain the "Lettres" 
qualification is indeed one level below the 3 years of University studies required.

What the German authorities also need to clarify is if the professional qualification of the 
petitioner in "Letters" (best translated into "Literature") corresponds to the professional 
qualification "Teacher of French language" in Germany. In the course of this verification the 
German authorities will need to determine if the scope of activities which the petitioner can 
exercise corresponds to the scope of activities which are required for the professional 
qualification of "Teacher in French language" in Germany. In case substantial differences 
between the petitioner's education and training (in duration or content) and the requirements 
in Germany persist, the petitioner can be required to compensate for this by an adaptation 
period or an aptitude test. 

On the basis of this analysis, the Commission wrote to the petitioner and suggested that she 
contact the German authorities again to inform them of the Commission's findings concerning 
the qualification "Lettres" and ask them to look into the matter. This was in May 2008. Until 
today the petitioner has not come back to the Commission in writing with any additional 

                                               
1 Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on the recognition of professional 
qualifications, OJ L 255/22, 30.09.2005.
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elements which could prove that she is clearly qualified as a teacher of the French language in 
schools.

Application of Art. 39 EC Treaty and Regulation 1612/68/EEC1 on the petitioner's case

Concerning the rules on free movement of workers the Commission has the following 
position: as a returning migrant worker the petitioner can rely on the right to be treated the 
same way as national teachers in relation to working conditions (Article 39 EC and Article 7 
(1) of Regulation 1612/68). The Commission considers that the German authorities have to 
grant the petitioner the same ranking as they would grant a German teacher in a comparable 
situation. This depends of course on the decision which the German authorities will take in 
relation to the petitioner's qualifications.

Conclusions

In view of the above the Commission cannot determine that the German authorities infringed
Directive 2005/36/EC nor the rules on free movement of workers.

                                               
1 Regulation (EEC)n° 1612/68 of the Council of 15 October 1968 on freedom of movement for workers within the Community, OJ L 257, 
19.10.1968, p. 2.
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